(a) The population of long-tailed weasels and meadow voles on Nantucket Island has been studied by biologists. They measure the populations relative to a baseline, in hundreds of animals. So x(2) = 5 means that at t = 2 there are 500 more weasels than the baseline value, and y(2) = −5 means that at t = 2 there are 500 fewer voles than the baseline value.
. one eigenvalue, find the exponential solution of u = Au. Then take the real and imaginary parts to produce two real solutions. Suppose that at t = 0 there are 100 more weasels than baseline, and the vole population is the baseline value. What is the solution to this initial value problem? Is the number of weasels increasing at t = 0? How about the number of voles? When does the number of voles next equal its baseline value (if ever)? Please sketch the phase portrait and the graphs of x(t) and y(t) (for this initial condition) for t between about −2 and +2. (This description will depend upon b.) For each value of b, write down all the normal mode solutions (i.e. all the solutions of the form e λt v, where λ is a number and v is a vector). If the system is defective, find a complementary solution. Take one value of b for which the system is complete and sketch the phase portrait. Take one value of b for which the system is defective and sketch the phase portrait. (c) There are nine phase portrait types represented as a varies (five regions and four walls). Draw an interval from −5 to +4. On it, mark the four values of a at which the ma trix crosses one of the walls. Indicate the type of phase portrait you have at each of the marked points and along the intervals between them. That is, classify the phase por trait into one of the following types, as in the Supplementary Notes, §25: spiral (sta ble/unstable, clockwise/counterclockwise), node (stable/unstable); saddle; center (clock wise/counterclockwise); star (stable/unstable); defective node (stable/unstable; clock wise/counterclockwise); degenerate (comb (stable/unstable), constant, parallel lines). (The applet uses the alternative terms "source" and "sink" for "unstable" and "stable.") (d) For each of the four special values, and for your choice of one value in each of the five regons, make a sketch of the phase portrait. Be sure to include and mark as such any eigenlines, and the direction of time. 
